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Today we are looking at this set of Typewriter Notes Stationery which has

been curated and designed by Janine Vangool of Uppercase Magazine.  The

set is published by Chronicle Books. 

In my blog post Just my type ! from 2015 it noted the arrival of receiving her

new book “The Typewriter”.

If you are not familiar with the Uppercase Magazine it is a “quarterly print

magazine for the creative and curious”.

You will love the symphony of colors that greet you at her

site, magazines, and especially her book “The Typewriter” as

mentioned in the opening to today’s blog post.

Here is an image of the 20 different cards in the set.  It showcases photographs by Uppercase magazine readers.

Although on the site it shows the item as Sold Out I was able to find it at several locations online, including over at

the publisher’s website Chronicle Books.

Image of Uppercase Magazine Typewriter Notes. You can click on this image to be taken to the site.
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If you are one of my penpals you may find yourself receiving a future letter from me with one of these note cards

from the Typewriter Notes Stationery set!  Have fun exploring her site!

Today is my #895 daily blog post since launching AnchoredScraps.com on February 26, 2015 – meaning five more

days!  Thank you for continuing to be on the journey with me as we nudge, prod, encourage, and delight in old-style

correspondence letter writing! See you tomorrow as we continue the quest!

 Anchors Aweigh,  

Helen 

Uppercase Magazine Typewriter Notes Stationery Attribution & Thank you to the following

who are referenced today

Both images shown are from Typewriter Notes at UppercaseMagazine website;  the quote is from @uppercasemag

Twitter description.

AnchoredScraps.com daily blog post by Helen Rittersporn, Just my type !; September 29, 2015.
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